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r [s"1]': transpiration rate of plant (7.6)
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(7.6)
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1.0 Introduction

The primary objective of the work reported here is to define

key processes and input parameters for mathematical models

of environmental tritium behaviour adequate for use in safe-

ty analysis and licensing of fusion devices like NET and as-

sociated tritium handling facilities.

A mathematical model of environmental tritium behaviour is a

theoretical construct which simulates the processes under-

gone by tritium released to the natural environment. Models

can range in complexity from very simple analytic models,

where processes are treated in an approximate fashion using,

for example, empirical and/or time-averaged parameters, to

highly sophisticated numerical codes, which treat the move-

ment of tritium within and between environmental compart-

ments, such as air, soil and vegetation, and the chemical

reactions that convert one chemical form of tritium to

another.

The choice of an appropriate degree of sophistication for a

model may depend on many factors; including the complexity

of processes known to be of importance, the degree to which

a process may vary with environmental conditions and the

available scientific understanding of such processes. Com-

plex models can readily incorporate detailed, mechanistic

descriptions of important processes and their dependence on

environmental conditions (weather, time of day, season, land

use etc) thereby allowing rigorous sensitivity analysis.

However, the detailed input necessary to initialize these

models is often not available. Simple models are sometimes

more transparent in the sense that trends in model output
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with change in input (model sensitivity) and, hence, a qual-

itative understanding of the importance of various factors

are easier to determine. The detail that goes into a model

must also be assessed against the likely use to which a mo-

del will be put. For example: Is it necessary to deal with

short time scales or are long time averages adequate? Will

the model be required to predict tritium behaviour over

short travel distances, as in the case of assessing the

impact of a release on an individual exposed at the site

boundary, or will meso-scale or long-range transport be

important, as in considering the collective, doses from

releases?

In this review, we restrict ourselves to models appropriate

for predicting the impact of accidental releases on the in-

dividuals that are most exposed, that is, we restrict our-

selves to models suitable for predicting the impact (radia-

tion dose) of short-duration releases over the short dis-

tances typical of site-boundary distances and immediately

beyond (from 1 to 10 km, or so).

Because accidental releases are likely to be of short dura-

tion, the models will be required to predict the time his-

tory of the impact and hence should treat the short-term

dynamics of tritium movement in the environment. This will

allow the impact of the release plume alone and the impact

of residual contamination remaining in the environment after

plume passage to be determined separately.

Because of the restriction in spatial scales, local factors

are also likely to be of significance in determining the

environmental behaviour and consequent impact of a release.

This review will therefore also identify those areas where

information on local environmental conditions (weather and

climatological patterns, terrain, land use, etc) can likely

be used to improve model performance.
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We also restrict ourselves primarily to tritium in the forms

of tritiated hydrogen, HT, and tritiated water or water va-

pour, HTO, in the understanding that these species are the

most likely chemical form for releases from fusion test

reactors and associated tritium handling facilities (eg,

[Gul 88]). We use the terms HT and HTO to refer generically

to all isotopic forms of tritiated hydrogen and tritiated

water, repectively.

Finally, we attempt to identify those areas where informa-

tion required for constructing reliable environmental tri-

tium models is presently inadequate or unavailable. Recom-

mendations for future work will be made where necessary.

The structure of this report is as follows. All processes

affecting the fate of tritium after release to the atmos-

phere are reviewed individually. Firstly the state of under-

standing of each process will be presented briefly (as de-

tailed discussion has already been given in a seperate re-

port [Bun 90]). When a process is judged to be sufficiently

important to be included in tritium environmental transport

models (ie, the processes should be simulated in order to

reliably predict tritium behaviour), key controlling para-

meters and available information on their values are dis-

cussed in order to identify suitable methods of modelling

that process.

Following that, we review the ways in which each process is

treated in existing models. We restrict ourselves primarily

to computer codes used in the precalculations for the 1986

French HT Field Experiment, namely:
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CE.A. code: DISTRAIR, uses ICAIR3 [Dje 88],

Studsvik code TRILOCOMO, uses H3DISP, UNIDOS,

BIOPATH [Dje 88, Edl 88a],

Ontario Hydro code: OHTDC [Rus 88], the latest

version is termed ETMOD,

ISPRA code: SCIROC [Dje 88],

KfK code: MOTTE, uses UFOMOD, MUSEMET [Ras 88].

A preferred method of parameterizing the process is then se-

lected after assessing the advantages and disadvantages of

various approaches, and an assessment is made whether the

predictions of existing codes may be significantly improved

by incorporating revised information or site-specific data.

Finally, deficiencies of understanding are outlined and re-

commendations for further research are made. In an addi-

tional chapter, the findings of Sections 2 to 7 (where key

processes are discussed individually) are summarized. Each

process is classified as of high, medium or low importance

in regard to modelling dose impact for HT or HTO releases to

the atmosphere, respectively. The conclusions focus on the

state of the modelling art and desirable improvements.

Except for atmospheric dispersion, which is the same for all

gaseous species of tritium as long as they are dilute in

air, tritium transport and transfer mechanisms within and

between environmental compartments may differ greatly

depending on the chemical form or physical state of the

tritium-containing compound. Therefore, tritium pathways may

branch off, partially recycle or recombine at points of

chemical or physical conversion. Furthermore, as will become

apparent from the text, many of the processes discussed in

separate sections are interconnected but were separately

treated for reasons of structural clarity of the report.
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The main processes occurring in the atmosphere-soil-plant

system after an HT release are shown schematically in Fig.

1.1. Most of these processes also take place after an HTO

release. They differ, however, in importance with respect to

dose consequences. Apart from the variety of mechanisms in-

dicated, the main feature of an HT release is the overlap-

ping of the primary HT plume by a secondary HTO plume emit-

ted from the ground area where the HT plume contacts the

soil surface. This principally means a conversion of a pos-

sibly elevated HT point release to a spatially extended

ground level HTO release. In view of the associated increase

in radiotoxicity by a factor of some 104 on chemical conver-

sion of HT to HTO it becomes obvious that the main radiation

burden must be expected from the secondary plume and that

the time course of the local dose is determined to a great

extent by the emission rate of the surface source. It can

also be concluded from the scheme that the HTO/HT ratio in

air must increase with downwind distance, as the fraction

of HT converted increases and HTO accumulates.
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Fig. 1.1 : Schematic diagram of tritium transport and conversion processes in the
atmosphere-soil-plant system.
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2.0 Atmospheric Dispersion of HT and HTO

Like all materials emitted to the atmosphere, tritium will

be transported in the direction of the mean wind and diluted

by atmospheric turbulence (wind fluctuations). The concen-

tration of the released material in air therefore usually

decreases rapidly with downwind distance from the release

point. If one considers releases occurring over a suffi-

ciently long period of time, wind direction meander will

further reduce time averaged exposure. In this case, the

release is termed a plume release, whereas a short-duration

release is termed a puff release. The dilution of a release

after a given travel distance thus depends on the release

duration and the turbulence and mean characteristics of the

wind field, which in turn are determined by meteorological

and topographic conditions.

Tritium releases can, in most cases, be treated by one of

the standard atmospheric diffusion models that are availa-

ble. Possible exceptions include releases associated with

fires or explosions, where the heat generated will cause

large initial plume rise, and large puff releases of HT,

where the puff may remain intact long enough for significant

plume rise due to buoyancy before being dispersed by

turbulence.

The Gaussian plume (or puff) atmospheric dispersion model is

most commonly used. The model is termed Gaussian because the

plume is assumed to have Gaussian lateral and vertical pro-

files (and Gaussian longitudinal profile in the case of a

puff). A variety of formulae exist for the horizontal and

vertical dimensions as a function of downwind distance or

plume (or puff) travel time (eg, [Han 82]). The degree of

atmospheric turbulence is usually characterized by a stabi-

lity class which is an empirical categorization based on

observations of plume behaviour under various atmospheric
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conditions. The primary factors controlling stability class

are wind speed and solar radiation. Because atmospheric mo-

tions in the vertical and horizontal are sometimes decoupled

under stratified or stable flow conditions, the lateral di-

mensions of the plume may not be correlated with the verti-

cal dimensions (or thermal stability). For this reason, some

models use a measure of the thermal stability of the atmos-

phere to predict vertical diffusion and use a direct measure

of horizontal turbulence and wind meander, the standard de-

viation in wind direction, to predict the horizontal diffu-

sion of the plume. Some models also treat terrain roughness

explicitly, thereby accounting for local factors which af-

fect the degree of mechanically induced turbulence generated

by winds blowing across the roughness elements comprising a

surface. Atmospheric turbulence can be induced or suppressed

depending on whether the vertical air-temperature gradient

is unstable or stable.

Because of their convenience, Gaussian models have received

widespread acceptance, and it is sometimes not explicitly

recognized by users that these models were developed to

treat diffusion over flat, homogeneous terrain. The Gaussian

solution, strictly speaking, only applies to wind speeds and

atmospheric turbulence conditions that are unvarying in the

horizontal and vertical. It is well known that complex ter-

rain can exhibit dispersion patterns that differ signifi-

cantly from the predictions of these models, hence care must

be taken in applying these models to sites where their im-

plicit assumptions do not hold. In recent years, there has

been increasing recognition of the deficiencies in the mo-

dels that are used for regulatory and operational purposes.

Models now exist that account for the known vertical inhomo-

geneity in wind speed and turbulence or deal with diffusion

in complex terrain (eg, valley flow, impingement on hills).

Models capable of predicting three-dimensional wind fields

are also finding increased use.
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For the purposes of safety assessment, unless the local ter-

rain has features likely to dominate diffusion, simple mo-

dels are probably adequate for calculating the downwind con-

centrations that might arise from a hypothetical release as

long as credit for an elevated release height is only taken

where appropriate. For example, for an elevated plume im-

pinging on a hill, the concentrations at ground level (on

the hill) may be much greater than they would be in the ab-

sence of the hill. However, the concentrations on the hill

are unlikely to be higher than the resulting ground-level

concentration at the same distance for a ground level re-

lease over flat terrain. In this sense the simple model

would give a conservative result in complex terrain, if cre-

dit for release height were not taken.

We now discuss specific factors to be considered in atmos-

pheric dispersion modelling in more detail.

2.1. Plume or Puff

Plume models are most suitable for describing releases that

are of long enough duration for longitudinal diffusion to be

neglected, whereas puff models are necessary to describe the

diffusion of very short duration releases, where the longi-

tudinal stretching of the plume due to diffusion is greater

than that due to the finite release duration. The choice of

a puff or plume model must be made on an assessment of the

wind speed and the plume duration. Typically, puff models

are only used for releases of a few minutes duration or

less. Plume models can also be used when a time integrated

dose during plume passage is required, even if the plume

duration is short, provided the plume lateral and vertical

dispersion parameters are adjusted for the reduced averaging

time, as plume dilution will be less.
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As discussed above, a variety of methods of parameterizing

the vertical and horizontal diffusion exists. Gaussian plume

models are popular, however newer methods can take into ac-

count the known vertical variation in wind speed and turbu-

lent diffusion without introducing much greater complexity.

Wind field models are also under development that can pre-

dict the wind (speed and direction) field over more complex

terrain (hills, valleys, land/lake or land/sea interfaces

etc). While it is desirable to use wind field models if the

necessary site information is available for input, this is

not viewed as essential for models used for safety assess-

ment, unless there are significant reasons to believe that

meteorological conditions may change greatly over short

travel distances.

Methods Used in Existing Models

All codes considered use the Gaussian formulation for de-

scribing the downwind distribution of the air tritium

concentration, C H T H T Q [Bq«irr3], resulting from the release

of HT or HTO from a point source. The codes from Studsvik,

Ontario Hydro and KfK use the Gaussian plume model (Equ's.

(2.1) to (2.3)), the C E . A. and ISPRA codes consider a

sequence of instantaneous releases of separate puffs each

described by a Gaussian puff model (Equ's. (2.4) to (2.7)).

The concentration at the point of observation is obtained by

summing the sequence of puffs.

The Gaussian plume model equations are as follows:

CHT,HTO = ^o-U"1-Xy(X,y)-Xz(X,z) (2.1)

1
with X (x,y) = exp

y /(
(2.2)
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and Xz(x,z) =
7r-<r2(x)

exp + exp
-(z+H)2

(2.3)

The Gaussian puff model equations are as follows:

CHT,HTO = Qo'Xx(t,X)-Xy(t,y)-Xz(t,z) (2.4)

with Xv(t,x) = ••exp
-(X-U't)2

(2.5)

V"' ••exp (2.6)

and Xz(t,z) = exp + exp
-(z+H)2

(2.7)

with C H T [Bq«m"3]: activity concentration in the air,

x [m]: downwind distance from the source,

y [m]: lateral distance from centerline,

height of observation,

effective height of release,

windspeed related to height H

travel time of the puff,

quantity of release,

z [m] :
H [m] :
u [m*s"1] :
t [s]:
Qo [Bq]:
q0 [Bq-s"1]: release rate,

X , X , X [m" 1]: longitudinal, lateral and vertical

distribution factors,

<ry(x), o-z(x), <rK(t), <ry(t), ^ ( t ) [m] : respective dis-

persion parameters.
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Equ's. (2.3) and (2.7) include reflection of the plume or

puff at the ground. While the plume model is applied for

time-averaged meteorological conditions (typically over one

hour), changing conditions can be simulated by the puff mo-

del by calculating each puff with different input parameters

at different times. The advantage of a plume model is that

it requires less computational time than a multiple puff mo-

del.

Recommended Methods

As dispersion is not expected to be tritium specific, no

single method or group of methods is recommended here, ex-

cept for noting that in all cases it is desirable to use a

model that has been validated for use over short travel dis-

tances for the kinds of terrain and release heights under

consideration. It is also suggested that modellers consider

using newer atmospheric dispersion models (eg, surface simi-

larity models) that explicitly account for the variation in

atmospheric winds and turbulence with height (especially for

surface, or near surface, releases).

2.2 Plume Rise and Building Wake Effects

The effective release height depends on the actual height of

the emission to the atmosphere and the degree of additional

plume rise imparted by momentum (due to stack flow) and

buoyancy (due to elevated stack gas temperature or the low

density of hydrogen gas).

Brearley has analyzed the degree of dilution required of a

release of HT for the buoyancy of HT gas to be negligible

and concluded that only about twenty times volume dilution

in air is sufficient [Bre 85]. This suggests that for
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releases from stacks, non-thermal buoyancy will not be

significant as dilution to this extent will readily occur.

Note, however, that the effective release height may be low-

er than the stack height if the stack is not significantly

elevated above nearby buildings due to entrainment of the

release in the aerodynamic wake downwind of the building. An

empirical rule often used is that the stack height must be

at least two and one half times the building height to en-

sure no entrainment. If entrainment occurs, then the release

should be treated as a ground level release with initial

lateral and vertical dimension related to the crosswind

dimensions of the building. The building wake effect there-

fore also enhances plume dilution.

Methods Used in Existing Models

Plume rise is related to the source characteristics and to

atmospheric conditions. It is modelled according to the

widely adopted method of Briggs (Studsvik code, ISPRA code,

KfK code) or by a special model MICAR (CE.A. code). The

Ontario Hydro code uses the height of the source as an input

parameter directly.

No models explicitly treat plume rise due to fire or expio-

sion, however neglecting this phenomenon should be very

conservative in the estimation of short range impact.

If the thermal or kinetic energy involved during the release

process is low, the plume rise is small and will little

affect the HT or HTO dispersion.
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Recommended Method

Specific recommendations will not be given, as a number of

standard methods exist for calculating plume rise and

building wake effects (eg, [Han 82]), none of which is

tritium specific.

2 . 3 Inversion Lid

As the release plume propagates downwind, the vertical ex-

tent of the plume will grow until the height of the mixing

layer is reached, after which the plume will be confined be-

low the mixing layer height.

Methods Used in Existing Models

Vertical dispersion is considered to be limited at about

0.8'L- for all codes, with L. [m] being the height of the

inversion lid above the mixing layer:

<r < 0.8-L.. (2.8)
z 1

This is the level where the vertically integrated concentra-

tion is the same for a Gaussian plume and a well mixed plume

of height 1^ [Tur 70].

Recommended Method

Equ. (2.8) may be used to account for the effect of an

inversion or mixing lid. For short-range dispersion, capping

of vertical diffusion by an inversion is unlikely to be very

important.
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2.4 Terrain Effects

As discussed earlier, local factors should be considered in

applying standard short-range dispersion models to a partic-

ular site, especially if the terrain is complex.

Methods Used in Existing Models

For Gaussian plume models, all information on meteorological

•conditions and the peculiarities of the site (terrain

features and surface roughness) has to be addressed by the

choice of the right dispersion parameters a , a or a ,
x y z

which may be expressed as functions of the travel time

(C.E.A. code) or distance from the source (Studsvik code,

Ontario Hydro code, ISPRA code, KfK code).

The C.E.A. code classifies only two conditions of atmosphe-

ric stability: normal and weak diffusion irrespective of

terrain. All codes use the Pasquill classification, with six

degrees of stability, but different sets of dispersion

parameters. The codes of Studsvik, Ontario Hydro and ISPRA

use the parameters recommended by Briggs, which are not

terrain dependent [Han 82], or the parameters of Smith and

Hosker, which account for terrain roughness [Han 82] . The

KfK code applies different dispersion parameters for terrain

with roughness length, z0, below 1 m [Bui 72] and above 1 m

[Tho 81]. These parameters were determined by tracer ex-

periments .

Recommended Methods

As short-range atmospheric dispersion can be highly sensi-

tive to local factors, such as surface roughness and the
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presence of hills, valleys or land-lake interfaces, it is

desirable to use plume parameters (schemes to determine

atmospheric stability and the parameters describing the

horizontal and vertical spread of the plume, a and a in
x y

the case of Gaussian plume models) that have the ability to

take local terrain into account. Tracer diffusion experi-

ments may be needed to establish dispersion patterns in

sites of complex terrain.

2.5 Atmospheric Conversion

The radiotoxicity of HTO is roughly 104 times greater than

that of HT [ICRP 79]. it is therefore extremely important to

understand the processes that convert HT to HTO, both in the

facility before release to the biosphere, and in the bio-

sphere itself, in order to accurately assess the impact of

HT releases.

In the atmosphere, HT can be converted to HTO by reaction

with the OH radical. However, based on average tropospheric

OH levels, this reaction proceeds slowly with an estimated

half life of 4 a, or greater, for the isotopes of H2 [Bur

78, Ogr 82]. Estimates of HT lifetimes on the basis of

global distributions are between 6 and 10 a [Mas 77] . This

means that direct atmospheric conversion of HT to HTO can be

neglected over the time scales of importance for assessing

the short-range impact of HT releases, but may have to be

considered when treating the' cumulative global impact of HT

releases.

Field studies of controlled HT releases in France in 1986

[Dje 88] and in Canada in 1986 [Bro 87] and 1987 [Ogr 88]

have confirmed that the dominant environmental pathway for
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the formation of atmospheric HTO from HT releases is oxida-

tion in surface soils, due to the action of soil microor-

ganisms, and emission of HTO to the atmosphere (Section 4).

If there is greatly reduced microbial activity (for example,

frozen soil in winter and, perhaps, very arid sites), atmos-

pheric oxidation might become dominant, although conversion

would proceed extremely slowly.

Atmospheric reactions are not expected to be significant for

HTO releases.

Methods Used in Existing Models

The atmospheric conversion of HT to HTO is neglected in the

KfK code. The Ontario Hydro Code treats atmospheric conver-

sion as a first order reaction, however it is usually ne-

glected (the reaction rate coefficient is set to zero). The

C.E.A. code assumes a transformation rate of 0.5%-d"1 .: ISPRA

and Studsvik codes also treat oxidation in the atmosphere,

however, this aspect of the codes was not used in simula-

tions related to the French experiment of 1986, probably

because of uncertainty regarding the amount of HTO impurity

in the HT plume and the dominance of oxidation in the soil.

The C.E.A. code assumes that formation of HTO in the air is

proportional to the travel time of the puff. The quantity

QH_0(t) [Bq] of HTO formed in the atmosphere is:

QHT0(t) = O o - V t • <2-9>

with Qo [Bq]: initial HT content of the puff,

QH_0(t) [Bq]: quantity of HTO at time t,

k [s"1]: transformation rate,

t [s] : travel time of the puff.
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2.6 Plume Depletion

The airborne plume resulting from a release to the atmos-

phere can be depleted through dry and wet deposition. Dry

deposition refers to the direct uptake of plume material by

the ground surface (eg, soil, vegetation, surface water,

snow) and wet deposition refers to removal of material from

the atmosphere by precipitation.

The "source depletion" method is most commonly used to de-

scribe depletion of the plume due to dry deposition (see

also Sections 3 and 4). In this method the effective source

term, Q or q, used to calculate air concentrations is modi-

fied by subtracting the amount of plume material lost by

deposition on reaching that distance (Equ's. (2.10) and

(2.11) below).

The implicit assumption in this approach is that the plume

profile is unmodified by the deposition process. However,

dry deposition removes material from the base of the plume

only and if rapid enough can perturb the plume profile. The

"surface depletion" method takes the effect of plume profile

into account but is considerably more complicated to imple-

ment. Over short travel distances, the amount of depletion

is sufficiently small that the source depletion approach is

expected to be adequate. For HT release, depletion due to

dry deposition can often be ignored completely without en-

gendering significant error.

In the case of wet deposition (Section 5), if a washout

ratio is specified, the source depletion formula applies as

an effective wet deposition velocity can be calculated. If a

washout coefficient is specified, a simple exponential decay

of the source term is calculated (Equ. (5.5)).
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Methods Used in Existing Models

To calculate depletion of the plume by uptake at the sur-

face, Gaussian models use depletion factors that are depen-

dent on the distance or travel time from the source. The

source terms q0 and Qo of (2.1) and (2.4) have to be modi-

fied by applying the depletion factor fD(x) and fD(t),

respectively:

fn(x) = exp
'HT f2
U \T

1 X
2 H •dx' (2.10)

fD(t) = exp •exp
H •dt' (2.11)

Recommended Methods

For depletion due to dry deposition, a source depletion

calculation is recommended, Equ's, (2.10) and (2.11). For

wet deposition, a simple exponential decay based on a

washout coefficient may be used, Equ. (5.5).

2.7 Reference Height for Air Concentration

Atmospheric tritium concentrations are usually defined at

some reference height for calculating dose impact to humans,

dry deposition from the atmosphere to soils and so on.
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Methods Used in Existing Models

The codes considered use different heights above ground for

discussing the transfer between air and soil compartments:

C.E.A. code: not mentioned, HTO measurements were

performed at a height of 1.45 m (French

experiment in 1986),

Studsvik code: 0.5 m,

Ontario Hydro code: 1 m,

ISPRA code: not mentioned,

KfK code: 1 m, reemission height = 0.8«height of

vegetation.

Recommendation

The reference height for calculating air concentrations

should be 1 m above ground level. This value is reasonably

representative for considering exposure to human beings and

for calculating uptake and emission by terrestrial surfaces.

As will be discussed in Section 3.1 and explained in detail

in Appendix C, it may be important to consider the reference

height when comparing deposition or exchange velocities,

because steep concentration profiles can arise near ground

level when the effects of atmospheric transport are

limiting.

(Note that the standard height for meteorological measure-

ments is 10 m. Differences between the winds at 10 m and the

release height should be considered if the release height is

greatly different.)
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3.0 Dry Deposition of HT

3.1 Dry deposition of HT to Soil

Dry deposition of HT to soil is an extremely important pro-

cess as the deposition mechanism involves the oxidation of

HT (largely by soil microbial action) to the far more radio-

logically hazardous chemical species, HTO. Tritium deposited

to soil in the form of HTO mixes with soil water and can be

reemitted to the atmosphere through evaporation or taken up

through the root systems into vegetation. Recent HT release

experiments have confirmed that these pathways are dominant

for the formation of HTO in the atmosphere and vegetation

from HT releases [Bro 87, Dje 88, Ogr 88]. It has also been

noted that HTO in air, because of its soil origin, persists

long after passage of the airborne tritium plume. Hence the

potential dose impact during the post-plume phase can be far

greater than the impact due to exposure to the release plume

alone [Ogr 88].

As anticipated HT concentrations will be far less than ambi-

ent H2 levels, no saturation of the biochemical conversion

reaction in the soil is expected. The HT flux to soil will

thus be linearly dependent on the HT concentration in the

air above the soil. Soil uptake and conversion of HT has

therefore been widely parameterized by a deposition veloci-

ty. The deposition velocity is an empirical parameter de-

fined as the net deposition flux of a species to the surface

divided by the concentration in air at a reference height

(in this case 1 m) above the surface, ie, for HT:

= VHT*CHT
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with CfL, [Bq«m~3]: HT concentration in air at

reference height,
VHT C111*8"1]5 deposition velocity,

(j)HT [Bq«m~
2 -s"1] : HT flux to the ground.

The deposition velocity can be conveniently separated into a

number of components by using the concept of a resistance to

deposition [Wes 77, Hie 87]. These components, which repre-

sent the processes controlling the rate of deposition, are

usually as follows: Ra, the resistance to transport by at-

mospheric turbulence from the reference height to the quasi-

laminar sub-layer above the surface; R^, the resistance to

diffusive transport through the quasi-laminar sub-layer;

and, R , the resistance to uptake at the surface.

The deposition velocity for HT to soil, vRT, is the recipro-

cal of the sum of these resistances (Appendix C).

R and R, can be estimated from a knowledge of atmospherica D
conditions and depend primarily on wind speed and surface

roughness, and, for 1 m reference height, to a small extent

on atmospheric stability. R. also depends on the molecular

diffusion coefficient of the depositing gas in air. (Details

of how to estimate R and Rb are given in Appendix C). Field

measurements of HT deposition velocities have generally in-

dicated values of the order of 0.001 m'S"1 or less (eg,

[Gar 80a, Swe 81, Dun 85, Bun 86, For 86, Dje 88, Ogr 88]).

This implies that the contributions of R& and Rfa (which are

usually both less than 100 s-m"1 ) to the total resistance to

deposition are usually small and that the deposition resi-

stance is dominated by R . R is largely independent of
G C

atmospheric conditions and depends on the rate of gas diffu-

sion into soil pores and the rate at which HT is converted

to HTO within these pores [Ogr 82] . The HT deposition

velocity would thus not be expected to depend strongly on
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atmospheric conditions (wind speed etc), except perhaps in

the case where the HT has to penetrate a dense vegetation

canopy to reach the soil.

Experiments have shown that v u m depends significantly on

those factors that are expected to control soil diffusivity

and bioreactivity, ie, soil texture, water content, organic

content, presence of vegetation, general land use, etc. The

most important factor appears to be soil water content.

Laboratory studies have shown that deposition rates decrease

rapidly at extremely high water contents where soil pores

are plugged and inhibit gas diffusion and at extremely low

water contents where biological activity is curtailed [Fal

82, Dun 85, Spe 86, Bun 86, For 86].

At present, however, there exists no validated method of

predicting deposition velocities (within, eg, a factor of

two or three) on the basis of information on environmental

conditions (type of soil, soil water content, vegetation

cover etc) or even on the basis of more empirical factors

such as general land use (eg, fallow field, cultivated

field, forest, etc) and season. Nonetheless, HT deposition

velocities rarely seem to exceed 1.5*10"3 m-s"1 , and this

can be used as an upper limit, with 5*10"4 m-s"1 as a value

representative of typical biologically active (ie, non-free-

zing) conditions. The very limited information that exists

for frozen or snow-covered ground indicates that deposition

velocities are less than 10"6 nrs"1 [Dun 85, For 86].

Deposition velocity measurements made in the laboratory with

soil samples taken from the field have shown good agreement

with measurements made in-situ [Dje 88, Ogr 88, For 86].

This suggests that a site can be readily characterized by

testing soil samples. Good agreement was also found between

deposition velocities measured using exposure chamber me-

thods and values inferred from HT release experiments in the

open environment.
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Methods Used in Existing Models

All models use a deposition velocity approach to calculate

the HT flux to soil with averaged values for v.,_ taken from

field measurements.

For example, the following values of v H T were used to simu-

late the French and Canadian HT release experiments:

Deposition velocities v used by computer codes

4 m-s"1]

C.E.A. code:
Studsvik code:
Ontario Hydro code:

ISPRA code:
KfK code:

French
experiment

2.0
3.25
3.0

3.0

Canadian
86 experiment

4.9 [Edl 88b]
6.8 [Rus 88]
(8.3: 1986)

Even though each model uses a deposition velocity, the depo-

sition process is modelled in a number of different ways.

(1) The codes of C.E.A., Studsvik and KfK use vH to cal-

culate the quantity of HTO per unit area of soil (the depo-

sit).
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(2) The ISPRA code distinguishes between soil and air-HT and

includes deposition of HT at the soil surface and diffusion

and oxidation of HT in the soil:

dT<CHT> = - D e ^ < C H T > - k°'CHT + VHT'CHT'

with c!L [Bq«m~3]: HT concentration in air,

c|L [Bq«m~2]: HT in soil per unit surface area,

D [n^'S"1]: HT diffusion coefficient in soil,

k0 [s"1]: oxidation rate of HT in soil,

v H T [m-s"1]: deposition velocity,

z [m]: soil depth.

It has to be noted that Equ. (3.2) combines the non-depth

dependent term for deposited HT, V
H T '

C H T > with the depth

dependency of a function that represents the HT content in

the soil, the diffusion term with C^m. This inconsistency is

concealed by assuming an exponential profile of HT in the

soil. A "typical length of the phenomenon", d, [m], is de-

fined so that the term for diffusion in soil can be replaced

by Do'd,~ "Cum* Furthermore, a new rate k, is substituted:

kx = k0 + De-d"
2 (3.3)

so that Equ. (3.2) during HT (puff) passage becomes:

dT<CHT> - - V C ^ + vHT.C^T, (3.4)

or, if no HT is in the air:

dt(CHT) = ~kl'CHT* (3'5)
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Both equations (3.4 and 3.5) can be integrated. The methods

for evaluating vH_,, D , k, and d, are not described in the

model documentation.

C^m should be regarded as the volume concentration ofni

soil HT integrated over the soil-depth. Calculation of

cf. (activity per unit surface area) implies that the model

treats soil deposit only and disregards the effects of a

time varying soil-HT distribution with depth.

(3) A similar but more direct way of modelling HT uptake by

soil is used in the Ontario Hydro code. HT gas is assumed to

diffuse rapidly into the free pore space and a steady-state

HT concentration profile is rapidly established. Microbial

conversion is assumed to be a first order reaction and soil

properties are assumed to be invariant with depth. The

transport equation for HT in soil is expressed as:

It) - ko-cj? = 0, (3.6)4H?
d zs

with C ^ [Bq*m~3]: HT concentration in soil air,

z [m]: depth below surface,

D [n^'S"1]: HT diffusion coefficient in air,

r: soil tortuosity (1.5 assumed)

k0 [s"1]: HT oxidation rate in soil.

The atmospheric resistance is assumed to be negligible

compared to resistance to uptake at the soil surface. For

the time period during which the plume HT is present, t0,

the surface boundary condition at z = 0 is:
5

<3-7»

with CgT [Bq-m"
3] : HT concentration in air at reference

height.
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The s o l u t i o n of Equ. ( 3 . 6 ) i s :

< 3 ' 8 >

with a = V^ô~rDe
T"/ a"1 M : scaling depth for HT penetration

into soil,
z, [m]: soil depth, no HT diffusion below z, assumed.

For z < z.. , Equ. (3.8) simplifies to an exponential

decrease with depth, ie,

= CHT

The reaction coefficient, ko, and the scaling depth, a'1,

can, in the absence of other information, be derived from

the deposition velocity, v-,m, and the effective HT diffusion
ni.

coefficient in soil air, D :

V V

"urn UT

ko = -^^ and a = < 3 9>a e

with 0a: air volume fraction in soil.0a

No code parameterizes the dependence of vflT on soil charac-

teristics (grain size, water content, pore volume, history

of soil management, microbial vitality, organic content) or

meteorological conditions (temperature, wind speed - if

extremely low).
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Recommended Methods

Oxidation of HT in soil is an extremely important process

for HT releases and must be included in impact assessment

models.

A deposition velocity should be used to parameterize the HT

deposition flux to soil caused by oxidation. Deposition ve-

locities should be preferably obtained from site characteri-

zation over a range of seasons and conditions. Field and la-

boratory experiments have shown that HT deposition veloci-

ties can be reliably measured using exposure chamber or soil

core methods.

A large number of measurements of soil HT deposition veloci-

ty suggest that a value of about 5 10~4 m^s"1 is typical

under biologically active conditions and that an upper limit

of 1.5-10"3 m-s"1 is rarely exceeded. These values are

therefore suggested for use in impact assessment models in

the absence of site-specific data.

A need exists to develop a method of predicting v H T from a

knowledge of environmental conditions.

3.2 Dry Deposition of HT to Vegetation

Experiments have shown that direct uptake of HT to vegeta-

tion is extremely slow compared to soil uptake, with depo-

sition velocities less than 10"6 m-s"1 per unit area of leaf

surface.

If desired, HT deposition fluxes to vegetation can be model-

led using the product of the deposition velocity per unit

area of leaf surface and the leaf area index (total leaf

surface area available for deposition per unit ground area).
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For modelling the impact of HT releases, this pathway can be

treated as negligible, as tritium uptake through soil water

or exchange with atmospheric HTO will dominate vegetation

HTO levels arising from an HT release.

Methods Used in Existing Models

HT deposition to vegetation resulting in the formation of

tissue free-water tritium (TFWT) or organically bound tri-

tium (OBT) is assumed to be small and is not considered in

any code.

Recommended Method

Because the direct uptake of HT by vegetation is orders of

magnitude less than the HTO obtained from exchange with am-

bient air or uptake of soil water ( Section 7 ), it can be

neglected for modelling of HT release impact.
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_4.0 Dry Deposition, Emission and Reemission of HTO

_4.1 Dry Deposition of HTO to Soil

HTO is deposited from air to soils, vegetation and surface

water by the processes of moisture exchange and condensa-

tion. Unlike HT, this process does not involve chemical

reaction and is reversible. Deposited HTO can be reemitted

to the atmosphere, migrate to deeper layers of soil or mix

to deeper layers of surface waters.

Equilibrium between air and soil, vegetation and surface

water will be reached when the partial vapour pressure of

HTO in the air above the surface is equal to the vapour

pressure of the HTO in these compartments. At equilibrium,

the net flux of HTO will approach zero. If the gradient

reverses, due, for example, to the termination of the re-

lease plume, the net flux of HTO will also reverse and will

be from surface water to the atmosphere.

A deposition velocity approach (where flux is simply propor-

tional to air concentration) is therefore not appropriate to

describe HTO deposition, unless the concentration in surface

moisture (soil, vegetation or water surface) remains far

below equilibrium with that of the air moisture. (The effec-

tive deposition velocity will decrease as surface concentra-

tions increase and become negative as air concentrations

drop below surface concentrations.) The deposition flux of

HTO is therefore most appropriately parameterized by an

exchange velocity. For HTO deposition to open soil this

exchange velocity is given by the reciprocal of the resist-

ance to vertical atmospheric transport (discussed in Section

3.1 and Appendix C) which can be estimated from meteorolo-

gical measurements if high time resolution is required (eg,

to treat diurnal effects). Alternatively, for approximate

assessment of impact, a single value can be used. Exchange

velocities will in general increase with wind speed and
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therefore tend to be highest during daytime and lowest at

night. If the surface soil is dry, the exchange velocity

should include a term accounting for the restistance to

water vapour diffusion through the dry surface layer. The

reciprocal of the resistance to atmospheric transport thus

is an upper limit to the exchange velocity.

For short-duration accidental release of HTO, the soil water

may not reach equilibrium with contaminated air moisture in

the plume. In this case, a deposition velocity approach

(where deposition flux is directly proportional to air

concentration) may also be acceptable.

Methods Used in Existing Models

The C.E.A., Studsvik and KfK codes all consider HTO depo-

sition to the soil in a similar way to HT deposition by

means of an HTO deposition velocity v H T Q. The Ontario Hydro

and ISPRA codes use the concept of an exchange velocity v

and consider the gaseous exchange process at the air-soil

interface.

The Ontario Hydro and the ISPRA codes treat uptake and (re-)

emission of soil HTO and the transport of HTO in soil water

using a single differential equation.

(1) In the case of the Ontario Hydro code, the evolution of

HTO in soil water after HT releases is governed by the fol-

lowing equation.

w

az

w
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with C ^ o [Bq'kg"1]: HTO concentration in soil water,

CHm [Bq*m~3]: HT concentration in soil air
according to Equ. (3.8),

D H T O [ro2*3"1]1 effective diffusion coefficient
of HTO in water,

pw [kg-nr3]: density of water

uQ [m'S"1]: soil water displacement velocity,

0=: air volume fraction in soil,
a,

#w: water volume fraction in soil,
k0 [s"1] HT conversion coefficient,

according to Equ. (3.9)
Te

k = A ,<7 .o [s"* ] : rate constant accounting for
w r ^w transpiration,

T
e [kg(H2O)-s"

1/m2(soil)]: transpiration rate
(root zone only),

Zr = 0.15 m: root zone thickness.

The surface boundary condition at z = 0 is continuity of the

HTO flux:

with vfîx [m•s"
1 ] : exchange velocity of HTO at the

surface,
h [kg (H2O)/m

3 (air)]: air humidity,

y: ratio of HTO to H2O saturation vapour pressure.

The lower boundary condition, assuming no HTO transport

below z,, is:

^ f Ï I V ' W " 0 (4.3)

To solve the HTO transport equation, a numerical process is

necessary, dividing the soil depth into layers. To simulate

the Canadian experiment in 1987, fifteen layers were used

[Rus 88].
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(2) The ISPRA code gives the following transport equation:

— f C s ^ = kn-Cs - D --^-<cs ) - v -fCsa -C a \ (4 •
dz

with C^TO [Bq-nT
2] : HTO activity in soil per surface area,

cfL, [Bq*m~2]: HT concentration in soil (solution of
Equs. (3.4) and (3.5)),

CHTO [Bc3*n1"3] : H T 0 concentration in soil air,

c!L,_ [Bq-m"3]: HTO concentration in air at reference
n i U height,

DHTO [ro2*5"1]'* H T 0 diffusion coefficient in soil.

Again the transport equation is inconsistent in the same way

as Equ. (3.2), mixing depth-dependent and depth-integrated

terms. Two assumptions are made, which conceal the problem:

(Re-)emission of HTO from soil is proportional to soil

HTO:

HTO flux to air = kre'
CHTO (4.5)

The HTO profile in soil follows an exponential law with

the scaling length d_, which results in:

D . -£-(C
s \ = D H T O . C

s (A 6)
H T 0 dz2 H T 0 d 2 H T 0

h

According to an earlier version [86/02] of the Report on the

French Experiment [Dje 88], the rate of evaporation (or

reemission) k can be expressed as:

, _ ̂ X ^ H T O H T Q .. ».Kre Zé * (4*7)
HTO
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No method was given for calculating the HTO concentration in

the soil air, C.,m_., (termed the "saturation concentration").
rilU

Essentially, the ISPRA code models HTO exchange similarly to

those codes that use a rate constant for HTO transport from

soil to atmosphere and a deposition velocity for the inverse

process.

(3) The KfK code treats exchange processes at the soil sur-

face in terms of a (re-)emission rate and deposition veloci-

ty in a comprehensive way using the following transport

equation, which also includes root uptake of soil water:

2
d s d s a a
dt(CHTO) = ~DHTO*^2(CHTO) + VHTO*CHTO + VHT*CHT

" kre'CHTO " V C H T O (4*8)

with CgTQ [Bq'irr
2]: HTO content in soil per unit surface,

CHTO [B<3'm"3]: H T 0 in a i r at reference height,

C^T [Bq-nr3]: HT in air at reference height,
VHTO t"1"3"1]1 H T 0 deposition velocity,
VHT D11*5"1]*" H T deposition velocity,

k [s"1]: reemission rate,

u [s~J]: rate of water uptake by roots

In simple terms, the KfK code assumes that only the HTO in

the upper soil layer (0 to 5 cm depth) is involved in the

exchange process and that the diffusional term can be re-

placed by a constant flux to deeper soil layers correspon-

ding to an HTO loss rate of 0.4%'h"1 from the upper soil

layer.
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Recommended Methods

The most complete and physically correct method of treating

HTO uptake at soil surfaces is through the use of an ex-

change velocity, v , associated with an equation that des-

cribes HTO movement in soil, such as Equ. (4.2). The depen-

dence of v on atmospheric conditions can be modelled ac-

cording to the methods described in Appendix C, alternative-

ly a conservative value of 2 cm-s"1 can be used. The advan-

tage of this approach is that it can also be applied to HTO

formed by HT oxidation in soil (Section 3.1). This formula-

tion also describes the evolution of the HTO profile in soil

with time, including the loss of HTO from soil after plume

passage, and can be adapted to treat root uptake.

For short-duration releases, where surface soil water HTO

does not reach equilibrium with HTO in air moisture, a

simple deposition velocity approach can also be used to

estimate total soil contamination, however, this has the

disadvantage that other empirical methods must be applied to

calculate soil HTO loss rates.

4.2 Dry Deposition of HTO to Vegetation

Airborne HTO can readily exchange with foliar water resul-

ting in net uptake of tritium by vegetation. Extensive labo-

ratory and field studies [Bel 79, Gar 80] have identified

the key factors controlling the rate of uptake as:

- the gradient between the ambient HTO concentration in

air and the HTO concentration in the air within the sub-sto-

matal cavities (which depends only on the leaf temperature

and the specific activity of plant water as the air within

the cavity is assumed to be near 100% relative humidity),
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- the resistance to transfer through leaf stomata

(which depends on several biophysical and physiological

factors, as well as the molecular diffusion coefficient

in air for HTO), and

- the resistance to atmospheric transfer between the

reference height and the vegetation surface.

Because uptake occurs through a reversible exchange process,

deposition of HTO to vegetation can be parameterized by an

•exchange velocity in a manner similar to that suggested for

soil. The model developed by Belot et al. suggests that HTO

in leaf water will equilibrate with that in air on the time

scale of the order of an hour [Bel 79] . On the short time

scale of an accidental release, full exchange is unlikely to

be achieved, and the resulting HTO levels in vegetation will

be relatively far below equilibrium with atmospheric water.

This suggests that a deposition velocity approach can also

be used to estimate HTO deposition to vegetation (but not

HTO reemission after plume passage).

In terms of the series resistance model, an exchange veloci-

ty (which at the limit of a negligible leaf concentration

compared to air concentration would be the deposition velo-

city) can be calculated as the inverse of the sum of the

resistances to turbulent transfer from the reference height,

diffusion through the laminar sublayer at the leaf surface,

and stomatal transfer as discussed in Appendix C. In most

cases, the stomatal resistance will dominate exchange or

deposition rates. Even given the short duration of exposure

resulting from accidental releases, an exchange velocity

approach has the advantage that exchange of HTO in the

reverse direction (loss) can be treated using the same

formulation.
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Further discussion of the resulting HTO concentrations in

vegetation water and their evolution after the release is

given in Sections 4.4 and 7.1.

Evidence from actual HTO releases indicates that atmospheric

HTO preferentially contaminates vegetation compared to soil.

This is presumably due to the much larger surface area of

foliage compared to soil.

After passage of the plume much of the residual HTO

contamination remaining in leaf water will be reemitted to

the atmosphere through exchange with less contaminated air

moisture over a time scale of a few hours after the release.

Unlike the case of an HT release where the impact is likely

to be dominated by the HTO emitted from the soil following

plume passage, HTO reemitted following an HTO release is

likely to be of lesser conseguence relative to exposure to

the HTO release plume.

In terms of assessing the impact of HTO releases, the major

importance of the HTO deposition pathway to vegetation is

the potential contamination of food crops. This dose pathway

is nonetheless probably small compared to the impact of

exposure to the release plume itself and is avoidable.

HTO deposition to vegetation is therefore judged to be a

process that should be considered in impact modelling, how-

ever, it is not as critical as, for example, HT deposition

to soil or HTO washout in determining the short-range impact

of tritium releases. In the case of HT releases, HTO emitted

from soils and vegetation after oxidation in surface soils

may be redeposited to vegetation. However this will be a

second order effect of lesser importance. It is implicitly

accounted for by the exchange velocity formulation suggested

in Section 7.
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Methods Used in Existing Models

The only codes that treat HTO deposition to vegetation are

those of Studsvik and KfK. The ways in which they treat HTO

deposition are part of their treatment of tritium dynamics

as a whole and are therefore discussed in detail in Sec-

tion 7.

Recommended Methods

Deposition of HTO to vegetation is of some importance be-

cause it may lead to crop contamination. However, the impact

of crop contamination (and hence dose through the food-chain

pathway) is likely to be less than the impact of exposure to

the HTO release plume.

The deposition of HTO to vegetation is preferably treated by

an exchange velocity formulation (Equ.(7.9) and Appendix C).

This allows HTO uptake to be treated in an integrated way

with HTO emission and soil HTO uptake.

Because accidental releases are likely to be of short dura-

tion, a deposition velocity may also be used.

Maximum values of exchange or deposition velocities are

likely to correspond to the reciprocals of the minimum

resistance to stomatal transfer (normalized to unit area of

ground surface). For crop species this would lead to maximum

values of about 5 cm-s"1 , with typical daytime values of

about 2.5 cm-s"1 (Appendix C).
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4.3 HTO Emissions from Soil and Vegetation

The rate of HTO loss from the soil is extremely important in

the case of an HT release, as it will control the resulting

air concentrations of HTO, which are likely to dominate the

potential impact of the release, and will determine the

length of time for which elevated levels of HTO in air per-

sist after the release. This process is not as important for

HTO releases as it is for HT releases. In the case of HTO

releases the impact of the release will likely be dominated

by the release plume, rather than the residual tritium re-

maining after the plume has passed (as discussed in Section

4.2).

Experimental studies of the evolution of HTO deposited by

exposure to HT and HTO show that after a few days and over a

period of a few weeks, the loss rate of total deposited

tritium is of the order of 1%-h"1 or less. At shorter times

the effective, time-averaged loss rate can be a few percent

per hour, however a pronounced diurnal cycle is observed

with peak loss rates occurring near midday, where evapora-

tion and transpiration are highest, and lowest rates at

night with typically low wind speeds and weak turbulent

mixing, and perhaps the formation of dew [wie 88] .

The decrease in HTO emission rate is associated with the

movement of HTO away from the surface, which occurs through

diffusion under dry conditions and to some extent by dis-

placement or mass flow due to precipitation (Section 6).

Loss of HTO from soil via evaporation and exchange occurs

from the surface soil moisture in direct contact with the

atmosphere. As the HTO moves away from the surface, direct

soil loss will decrease and loss through transpiration is

likely to become important. When HTO moves below the root

zone (below a few tens of centimeters for most root crops)

transpiration of HTO also becomes less effective.
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Methods Used in Existing Models

The HTO loss rate from soil is related to the ways in which

vegetation and soil HTO dynamics are modelled. See discus-

sion of Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, 6.1, 6.2 and 7.4.

(1) The Ontario Hyaro code uses an exchange velocity to

describe the fate of HTO in soil- and air dynamically.

(2) The Studsvik code uses a constant reemission rate for

HTO loss from the soil. The loss or gain of HTO in vegeta-

tion is treated by transfer coefficients that take the leaf

temperature into account.

(3) The KfK code uses a basic reemission rate of 1%-h"1 ,

valid for night phases, plus an evaporation-dependent day-

time value, which decreases exponentially with time for soil

HTO, while vegetation-HTO is exchanged with air-HTO accor-

ding to time varying stomatal resistances (with respect to

meteorological conditions) and the flux of vegetation water.

(4) As mentioned in Section 14.1 the ISPRA code uses an

exchange velocity to derive the rate for evaporation, k ,

in Equ. (14.7), but the derivation and use of this rate is

not clear.

(5) The C.E.A. code uses a constant reemission rate within a

range of 0.1%'h"1 to 10%«h"1 . In the code description the

rate is called a "transformation rate".

To determine the emission of HTO from soil between times ti

and t2 according to the concept of a reemission rate k the

following equation is used:
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(4.9)

with Cg Q [Bq«m~2]: HTO content in soil per unit surface

r [s"1]: reemission rate,re "- J

Recommended Methods

For HT releases, it is critical to treat the emission of HTO

from soil accurately as this process will directly affect

the magnitude and time history of the dose impact of the

release.

To treat the time dependence of the soil-HTO loss rate pro-

perly, it is desirable to model the rate at which the depo-

sited HTO moves downwards in the soil (ie, to calculate the

HTO depth profile as a function of time) to reliably deter-

mine loss rates through HTO evaporation and transpiration.

As discussed in Section 4.1, it is preferable to treat HTO

deposition and loss using the same exchange velocity for-

malism.

Alternatively, an empirical, time-dependent, diurnally ave-

raged loss rate can be used, however in this case it would

be desirable to have site specific data. An estimated upper

limit (appropriate for use immediately after release pas-

sage) would be 10%-h"1 for HTO loss from soils. At later

times (days or weeks) a rate of 1%-h"1, or less, would be

more appropriate.

See Section 7.1 for further discussion of HTO loss from

foliage.
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4.4 HTO Concentrations and Profiles in Air From Ground

Emission

As discussed, the HTO concentration in' air above the soil

for an HT release, and that in the post-release period for

an HTO release, will depend on the rate of emission of

tritium released from soil and vegetation. There are a

number of methods of determining the resulting air

concentration.

(1) Conceptually, the most physically correct method is to

divide the area contaminated by the primary plume into a

number of source elements and sum the contribution of each,

treating each source element as a ground level release of

HTO. The finer the resolution of these elements the more

precisely can the vertical profile of the HTO in air be

described.

The emission rate can be described by an empirical soil-HTO

loss rate (as discussed in Section 4.2) or can, preferably,

be calculated from an exchange velocity and the difference

between the ambient HTO vapour pressure and the equilibrium

vapour pressure for HTO in soil moisture.

The HTO in air can also be estimated by the more simple ap-

proaches, discussed below, which directly relate HTO levels

in air to those in soil.

(2) The concentration in air can be related by a proportio-

nality constant (resuspension factor, RF [m"1]) to soil HTO

content per unit area, ie:

CHTO
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(3) Alternatively a specific activity ratio approach can be

taken where the activity of air moisture is some fraction

(specific activity ratio, SAR) of that of soil moisture, ie:

CHTO

Values of RF and SAR have been suggested in the literature

[Rov 87]. The RF and SAR factors are expected to depend

strongly on atmopheric conditions and other site-related

factors.

(4) Finally, the intercompartmental transfer coefficient is

often used for long time average modelling, however, it is

only appropriate for use when compartments are well mixed,

which will be a poor approximation in treating accidental

releases of HT and HTO.

Methods Used in Existing Models

All models use a multisource plume model. The resulting HTO

concentration is the superposition of the contributions of

all upwind terrain elements. Models that use transfer coef-

ficients allow the exchange between compartments after some

delay (eg, 1 h in the KfK code and 10 min in the Studsvik

code).

No model calculates the vertical profile of the reemitted

tritium (HTO) in air.
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Recommended Methods

A multisource plume model should be used to sum the emis-

sions from the area contaminated by the release plume. This

calculation is particularly important in determining the

dose impact of HT releases and its time history as the dose

impact will be largely due to the reemission of tritium oxi-

dized to HTO in soils. The emission flux from each soil ele-

ment will have components for soil and vegetation emission

which can be calculated by the methods suggested in Sections

4.3 and 7.1.

The grid resolution required to model air concentrations

accurately needs to be carefully assessed using convergence

tests.

For very simple estimates, values of resuspension factors or

specific activity ratios could be developed from availble

experimental measurements, allowing the use of Equ's (4.10)

and (4.11). This approach is less favoured than the mecha-

nistic approach suggested above, because it will be diffi-

cult to extrapolate values obtained under one set of envi-

ronmental conditions to other conditions with any confi-

dence. Experimental studies show that the gradient in the

concentration of reemitted HTO in air immediately above a

surface can be steep for highly localized contamination.

There may be a need for models to calculate that gradient in

order to reliably determine inhalation and immersion doses.

Methods of calculating the 'profile will need to be deve-

loped .



5.0 Wet Deposition

Tritium from an airborne release plume can be scavenged by

precipitation. This process, termed "wet deposition", is

important for two reasons: the plume is depleted by removal

of tritium and wet deposition results in a flux of contami-

nated water to the surface. The process is sometimes termed

"washout" when the precipitation.originates above the plume

and "rainout" when the plume is in the region of formation

of precipitation.

5.1 Wet Deposition of HTO

If raindrops are less contaminated than atmospheric water

vapour then uptake of HTO by droplets occurs. A droplet

falling through an HTO plume will therefore scavenge HTO

from the atmosphere until an equilibrium is reached where

the partial pressure of HTO in air is equal to the - vapour

pressure of HTO in the droplet [Ogr 85]. If the plume axis

is above ground level, this means that the droplets may

actually lose HTO as they pass into the less contaminated

air below the plume axis. The distance a droplet must fall

in order to attain equilibrium with the air concentration

depends on the air temperature and the drop size. Theoreti-

cal calculations of the time to reach equilibrium indicate

that above 10° C most raindrops would equilibrate within a

few hundred meters fall distance. Equilibration times in-

crease with decreasing temperature. Equilibrium scavenging

is therefore unlikely before some 10 km, or more, distance

from the release point, especially for low temperatures and

stable conditions.

Very few short time scale measurements of the rain scav-

enging of HTO plumes exist. The only controlled study has

been of the scavenging of an elevated (60 m) plume over
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short travel distances at a rainfall rate of 0.6 mm*h"1 ,

which indicated removal rates of 9.5 %-h"1 and 6.7 %-h"1 (A

= 2.6-10"5 and 1.86«10"5 s"1, see below) at 400 m and 800 m,

respectively [Dan 78] . The results of this study were dif-

ficult to generalize to other conditions because of the

complexity of the experimental situation given the elevated

plume.

Even less information is available on the scavenging of HTO

by snow. Theoretically, it is expected that snow scavenging

will be more effective than rain scavenging because of the

higher surface area to mass ratios of snow flakes and the

expected irreversibility of the scavenging process. This

expectation has not been verified in field measurements [Ron

87] .

Two simple methods are commonly used to model precipitation

scavenging: the washout ratio and the washout coefficient.

(i) Washout Ratio

The washout ratio w is defined as the ratio of the concen-

tration C ^ n [Bq*m"
3] of scavenged material in rainfall

'HTOreaching the ground to the concentration c!L,0 [Bq*m~3] of

the pollutant in air near ground level, ie :

» VCHT0-

The flux <j>uT0 [Bq-m"
2 'S~x ] of the pollutant to the ground is

then simply given in terms of the rainfall rate, I [m-s"1]

(note dimensions), as:

- V I < C S T O -
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In equilibrium, the washout ratio is simply given by the

equilibrium air/liquid concentration ratio. However, as dis-

cussed earlier, this approximation will generally only be

useful at travel distances longer than those of interest for

safety analysis, ie, beyond a few kilometers. Use of an

equilibrium washout ratio at short travel distances will

therefore greatly overestimate the plume depletion and

ground level concentrations in rainfall.

The advantages of the washout ratio approach are, however,

that ground level fluxes and concentrations in precipitation

are given directly. Plume depletion can be calculated in a

similar way to depletion from dry deposition using a source

depletion method, as the washout ratio gives the ground

level flux directly from the rainfall rate. An effective wet

deposition velocity, v [m-s"1], can be defined as:

v
w = v

1 (5-3)

where the units of I are again m^s"1 .

Theoretical expressions for the washout ratio of HTO for a

ground level release as a function of air temperature,

rainfall rate and plume vertical dimensions are given in

[Ogr 85] .

(ii) Washout Coefficient

The washout coefficient, A, is defined as the fraction of

plume material scavenged per unit time. A constant value of

A leads to an exponential decay of the source term with

plume travel time or travel distance. This simplicity has

lead to the widespread use of the washout coefficient in

modelling, even under conditions where it is not appro-

priate .
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Theoretical calculations have shown that the washout coef-

ficient is a complicated function of air temperature, rain-

fall rate and plume vertical dimensions (which depend on

plume travel distance). At 10° C, a plume a of 100 m and

rainfall rates of 1 mm-h"1 , 10 mnph"1 and 25 mm-h"1 , respec-

tively, A values of about 1-10"4 s"1, 6«10"4 s"1 and greater

than l'IO"3 s"1 are obtained [Ogr 85]. The major drawbacks

to the use of a washout coefficient are that the coefficient

is strongly rainfall rate dependent, and is expected to be

distance dependent. It is also more complicated to calculate

ground level fluxes and concentrations in rainfall. The flux

and concentration at ground level are given at ground level

for a Gaussian plume and a ground level release by the

following expression.

*HTO " V J' CHT0 " VÏ75" V A ' C 5 T O <5'4>

As stated earlier, the calculation of plume depletion is

straightforward, ie:

Q(t) = Qo-exp(-A-t) (5.5)

Wet deposition in snow is irreversible and is best treated

by a washout coefficient. The following theoretical formula

for the snowout coefficient A based on a treatment deve-
s

loped by Chang [Cha 84] is given by [Ogr 85] :

Ac = [l.2-(I/I0)°*
33 + 3.O«(I/Io)°'64]-lO"4-s"1 (5.6)

S

where I is in nrnvh""1 equivalent water.

This leads to a normalized (Io = 1 mrn-h"
1 ) snowout coeffici

ent Aos = 4.2-10"4 s"1. This is about a factor of four high

er than the value for 1 irai'h"1 of the effective (non-equi

librium) washout coefficient for a = 100 m.
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Methods used in Existing Models

All codes apply the washout coefficient A [s"1]

a d(CHTO)

Ca = "'HTO dt

with C^TO [Bq«m"3]: HTO concentration in air.

The washout coefficient is assumed to be independent of

plume dimensions and environmental conditions, and is some-

times assumed to be linearly dependent on rainfall rate:

A = Ao-j^-, (5.8)

with I [mm-lr1]: rainfall rate,

Io = 1 nun-h"1 and

Ao t s~ 1] : washout coefficient for Io.

The C.E.A. code uses a value of Ao = 10"4 s"1 , for other

codes no values are mentioned.

Recommended Methods

Washout of HTO is an important process for HTO releases, as

washout can rapidly bring release material to ground level

within a few kilometers of the release point. For assessment

of the local impact of HTO releases, the primary interest is

in the concentrations and fluxes of HTO in rain at or near

the surface rather than in plume depletion.

For lack of better information, a washout coefficient ap-

proach is recommended with a A value of 10"4 s"1 for light
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rain (~ 1 nun h"1 ) and 10"3 s"1 for extremely heavy rainfall

(~ 25 mm h" 1).

Expression (5.6) is recommended for snowfall.

These values are based on calculations for ground level, or

near ground level, releases and should be conservative in

predicting ground level concentrations and fluxes for eleva-

ted releases. (Plume depletion should be ignored when making

conservative estimates of wet deposition).

The recommended parameters for . precipitation scavenging

should be used with care, recognizing that very little di-

rect information on the scavenging of short-duration HTO

releases exists. There is a need for further experimental

information which could be obtained by studying the

precipitation scavenging of routine releases from existing

facilities over short time scales. Particular attention

should be paid to those parameters identified as important

by theoretical studies: vertical plume distribution and

extent, rain intensity and air temperature.

Other forms of wet deposition due to HTO rainout and fog or

dew droplet impaction have not been considered but may be

important under certain circumstances.

5.2 Wet Deposition of HT

HT is an isotopic form of hydrogen gas and is expected to

have low solubilty in water. Precipitation scavenging of HT

can therefore be neglected for modelling purposes.
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Methods Used in Existing Models

The HT washout coefficient is small and neglected in all

codes (explicitly mentioned in KfK code description).
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6.0 HTO Movement in Soil

6.1 HTO Profiles from HT Deposition

Experimental studies show that tritium from HT releases will

tend to be deposited to the first few centimeters of soil,

as the HT penetrates some distance before reacting. Experi-

ments (and theoretical analysis) also show that the initial

vertical profile in soil can often be approximated by an ex-

ponential decay with depth, and that the depth decreases

with the rate of conversion within the soil and increases

with the rate of diffusion of HT into the soil [ogr 82b]. If

no information on the reactivity or gas diffusion within the

soil is available then the initial depth of the profile has

to be estimated. In some cases, a non-exponential soil depo-

sit profile is observed and the HTO peak occurs some depth

into the soil, due to upper soil layers being very dry or

low in microbial activity, in this case, the assumption of

an exponential profile, with peak concentration at the soil

surface, will be conservative in calculating tritium reemis-

sion, however, the residence time of tritium in the soil may

be underestimated.

Methods Used in Existing Models

HTO profiles in the soil after HT deposition are usually not

mentioned expressly in the code descriptions. For the Onta-

rio Hydro code the initial HTO profile in soil water can be

deduced from ( 3.8), ie:

,sw

t

r 9.CHTO(ZS) ~ . _w
ko'C""(z )-dt, (6.1)

"w H T

0
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with C^n(z ) [Bq'kg"1]: HTO concentration in soil water,
XIJL W S

cf^z ) [Bq«m~3]: HT concentration in soil air,
n i s according to Equ. (3.8),
9 : air volume fraction in soil,
a
9 : water volume fraction in soil,

Vf

ko [s"1]: conversion coefficient,
according to Equ. (3.9).

Recommended Methods.

The soil profile from HT deposition should be calculated as

it controls the potential for HTO reemission to the atmos-

phere and uptake by plants from HT releases.

The profile can be estimated from a knowledge of soil free

pore volume (water content and soil type) and the deposition

velocity of HT to soil (eg, Equ's. (3.8) and (3.9)). If this

information is not available, an exponential profile with an

exponential scaling depth of 3 cm can be assumed.

6.2 HTO profiles from HTO deposition

For HTO releases, the HTO exchanges rapidly with soil mois-

ture and the HTO deposit tends to be initially confined to

an even more narrow layer at the surface than for HT re-

leases. As it is an exchange process, deposition and the

resulting depth profile are best treated by a combined

exchange velocity and diffusive transport formalism (see

Section 4.1).

Methods Used in Existing Models

HTO profiles in the soil and net HTO loss and gain due to

(re-) emission and (re-) deposition processes are calculated
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by the Ontario Hydro, ISPRA and KfK codes, as discussed in

Section 4. The C.E.A. and Studsvik codes do not treat HTO

movement in soil.

In the Ontario Hydro and KfK codes, HTO diffusion in soil is

treated using the equations described in Section 4.1.

Recommended Methods

A combined, exchange velocity (surface boundary condition),

diffusive transport and root uptake formulation is recom-

mended (see Section 4.1) for calculating the HTO depth pro-

file resulting from HTO deposition, and its subsequent time

evolution.

6.3 HTO Liquid Displacement

Dilution due to rainfall and the resulting liquid displace-

ment are not modelled comprehensively in any of the codes.

It has been shown experimentally that rainfall suppresses

HTO reemission from soil due to dilution of the surface soil

moisture [Dje 88, Wie 88], Neglect of the effect of rainfall

and mass transfer of water downwards into the soil should

therefore (slightly) increase the conservative nature of

calculations made for impact assessment.

Long term studies following surface soil tritium exposures

have shown that the tritium moves into deeper soil at a rate

of approximately 1 m per year [Mie 78, Bro 88], Measured HTO

displacement velocities have ranged from 0.02 m'd"1 for wet

soils to 0.001 m-d"1, or less, for very dry soils. Most of

the deposited tritium (more than 90%) is lost to the atmos-

phere before reaching deep soil layers.
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Methods Used in Existing Models

HTO loss to deeper layers is given in the KfK code in terms

of a fixed rate: 0.4%-h"1.

The Ontario Hydro code includes an empirical linear trans-

port velocity.

The other codes do not consider HTO loss to deeper layers.

Recommended Methods

For the assessment of the impact of short term releases it

is not necessary to model downward mass flux. However, the

question is of interest from the point of view of understan-

ding the eventual fate of emissions. In this case a term

based on a linear displacement velocity may be added to the

diffusive transport equation, eg, Equ.(4.1).
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7.0 Tritium Dynamics in Vegetation

7.1 Vegetation Free Water (Tissue Free-Water Tritium, TFWT)

To determine the potential ingestion dose from airborne tri-

tium releases, the resulting tritium concentrations in vege-

tation must be calculated. Vegetation may also play a signi-

ficant role in intercompartmental transfer processes impor-

tant to the immersion or inhalation dose, such as the re-

emission of deposited tritium from contaminated soils to the

atmosphere.

The following processes are of major importance in deter-

mining the concentrations of HTO in vegetation water after

tritium releases:

- Exchange between air moisture and vegetation water,

- Uptake and transpiration of soil water.

Field experiments and observations following accidental re-

leases from existing tritium handling facilities have shown

that HTO releases tend to preferentially contaminate vege-

tation compared to soil, because of the readiness with which

air moisture exchanges with foliage moisture (due the large

available surface area) and because the vegetation shields

the soil.

In contrast, HT releases tend to contaminate the soil, due

to oxidation of HT to HTO by soil microbes. Field tests and

laboratory exposures using foliage isolated from the root

soil have confirmed that direct uptake of HT by vegetation

is very slow, and therefore can be neglected for assessing

HT releases. Conseguently, the rate of uptake of soil water

is likely to determine vegetation HTO levels. For large

trees, whose roots extract water from the soil at depths
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below those to which tritium deposition occurs, HTO levels

will be determined mainly by exchange with tritium (HTO)

reemitted from the soil to the atmosphere.

Numerous studies of the uptake of HTO by vegetation exposed

to HTO in air and/or soil and nutrient water have been car-

ried out. These have confirmed that the kinetics of uptake

are controlled by the factors that control moisture exchange

and transpiration (air and leaf temperature, air humidity,

season, type of vegetation, etc). The resulting HTO levels

of tissue free-water tritium (TFWT) in vegetation compart-

ments (foliage, stem and roots), including rate of HTO up-

take and subsequent loss, therefore depend on the environ-

mental conditions during and after exposure.

On long enough exposure to HTO contaminated air or soil, the

TFWT is observed to reach a steady state concentration where

the specific activity is some fraction of the specific acti-

vity of air and soil moisture from which the HTO originates.

The following expression has been found to describe the

steady state TFWT level and its dependence on HTO concentra-

tions in soil water and air moisture:

p w = h«caw + n-h)«Csw n
n CHTO (1 n ) LHTO {''

with CJĵ Q [Bq • kg"1 ] : HTO concentration in plant water,

CHTO tBc3"k9~x ] : HTO concentration in air humidity,

CHTO [BÇ'^ÇT1]* HTO concentration in soil water,

h [fraction]: relative humidity.

Steady state is only reached after exposure to HTO for about

an hour or more. Experiments have shown that the approach to

steady state can be described as a first order uptake pro-

cess with a rate ranging from about 0.02 to 2.2 h"1 , ie, 50%
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of the steady state value would be reached within a period

of about 0.3 to 35 h, depending on the conditions. For re-

leases of short duration, steady-state will not be reached

and TFWT concentrations will be far lower than given by

Equ. (7.1). Belot has given an expression for the time de-

pendence of foliage TFWT during exposure to a constant con-

centration of atmospheric HTO in terms of the stomatal re-

sistance, leaf temperature, leaf water content and ambient

humidity [Bel 86]:

d - e - * * ) , (7.2)

with the steady state HTO concentration in foliage:

Cmax " l-1-b.h.câro [Bq-kg-1] (7.3)

and the initial uptake rate:

A = 0.9 Ps/A«-Rc [s"
1]/. (7-4)

with p [kg*nf3]: H2O vapour in air saturated at leaf
temperature,

(i [kg*m~2] : mass of the vegetation water per unit
leaf area,

R [s'ltr1]: foliar resistance to HTO diffusion (with
respect to leaf surface area).

The factors 1.1 in C and 0.9 in à account for the isoto-

pic effect favouring HTO in .the liquid phase, and the factor

b in C considers that only b«100% of the leaf water will

participate in HTO uptake (for practical purposes b ï 1,

[Bel 86] ).

These expressions allow the exchange rate to be calculated,

if the controlling parameters are known or can be estimated.
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The rate of contamination through uptake of soil water will

be different to that for atmospheric exchange and depends on

the rate of uptake of soil water by the root system. The

rate of TFWT increase due to soil water uptake can be esti-

mated from the rate at which water moves through the vegeta-

tion due to transpiration, and the mass of water in the

plant (or foliage, depending on the compartment of inter-

est). TFWT time histories determined following experimental

HT releases [Jal 88, Bro 87, Bro 88, Spe 88, Ogr 88] in-

dicated that peak TFWT levels were reached 5 to 24 h after

the release. These values were consistent with the turnover

time of about 4 h during daylight hours which was estimated

for the grasses and herbaceous species that were sampled

during these experiments [Bro 87] .

Because soil water has a longer residence time than foliage

water, TFWT levels tend to persist much longer in the case

of soil water contamination than in the case of foliage con-

tamination alone. Again, this suggests that TFWT levels will

decline more slowly after an HT release than after an HTO

release. Field experiments show that after HT releases, once

HTO has reached equilibrium with the soil water in the root

zone, the HTO levels in vegetation foliage tend to track

those in soil water of the root zone [Spe 88, Bro 88].

HTO deposition (ie, removal from the atmosphere by vegeta-

tion uptake) was discussed as a plume depletion mechanism in

Section 4.2, where a deposition or exchange velocity flux

was suggested. If the uptake flux is calculated using this

method, then the resulting HTO concentrations in free water

can be calculated using the foliage water mass per unit area

of ground, M [kg*m~2], as follows:

jVHTO-CHTO-dt <7"5>
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Methods Used in Existing Models

HTO uptake of vegetation via roots or leaves is not treated

in the C.E.A. and ISPRA codes. Transpiration is considered

in the Ontario Hydro code only as a loss process for soil-

HTO, Equ. (4.1). The kinetics of HTO in foliage is treated

in the Studsvik and KfK codes.

The HTO loss and gain of plants at the air-plant interface

is modelled in the Studsvik code via exchange, rates of HTO

vapour which depend on the resistances to atmospheric trans-

port and the HTO vapour pressure difference between the two

compartments involved.

Root uptake of HTO is modelled with rate constants in the

Studsvik and KfK codes. The latter assumes an uptake of 20%

from the upper soil (5 cm) and 80% from the deeper layer.

The HTO transfer coefficients from air to vegetation and

from vegetation to air are evaluated in a complex and com-

plete way in the Studsvik code. The model requires as input:

air temperature, humidity, pressure and windspeed, sun ze-

nith angle, latitude, time of day and time of the year. The

value of the transfer coefficient is proportional to the

difference between the HTO concentrations in the air humidi-

ty, considered as saturated within leaf stomatal cavities,

and the ambient air moisture.

The KfK code models the time history of vegetation HTO by

the following equation:

— (CP \ = vP -Ca - r -CP + u -CS - vP-CP (1 6)
dt(CHTO} VHTO CHTO rp CHTO + Up LHTO V LHTO U'b)

with Cp
 Q [Bq-nf2]: HTO concentration in plant per unit area

of ground surface,
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Q [Bq*m~3]: HTO concentration in air,

CHTO t8^*111"2] : s°il HTO concentration per unit area,

VHTO C111"8"1]1 deposition velocity of HTO to plant,

r [s"1]: vegetation transpiration rate,

u [s"1]: root water uptake rate,

vp [s"1]: conversion rate of HTO to OBT in plant.

The transpiration rate is expressed in terms of resistances

to water vapour transport, and aerodynamic and stomatal

terms are considered. The water vapour flux per unit ares of

leaf surface,(J)H Q, at the stomata-air interface is given by:

Ca -C1

$ = H,0 °HPO

R

with (j>H Q [kg«m'2 «s"1] : water vapour flux,

CH Q [kg-m"3]: water vapour concentration in the
2 atmosphere,

CH Q [kg«m"3]: water vapour concentration in
2 stomatal cavity,

Rg = Ra + Rc'

Ra = u(z)*u^
2 [s-m"1]: aerodynamic resistance,

Rc [s*m"x]: stomatal resistance (day: 4 s«cm"1,
night: 60 s-cnr1 ).

Recommended Methods for HTO Releases Only

(1) For simple estimation of the impact of HTO releases, a

specific activity model may be used, recognizing that this

will give values of TFWT concentration that may be conserva-

tive by an order of magnitude or more. Equ. (7.1) thus be-

comes :
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rpw _ , aw in o \
CHTO = h'CHTO (7'8)

with CJĵ L [Bq-kg"1]: HTO concentration in plant water,

CHTO fBq " kg~1 ^ '' H T 0 c o n c e n t r a t i ° n -̂n a^r humiditv

h [fraction]: ambient relative humidity.

(2) In order to describe the dynamics of HTO uptake from air

more accurately, the model of Belot is suggested, Equ. (7.2)

[Bel 79]. This model does not consider the added corrections

to describe the resistance to turbulent atmospheric trans-

port from the reference height and diffusion through the la-

minar sublayer, but these will be small for practical pur-

poses. With information on vegetation type and solar radia-

tion (time of day, latitude and cloud cover), stomatal re-

sistances can be inferred. Alternatively, mean values and

ranges of stomatal resistance for various types of vegeta-

tion can be used. For example, the KfK model uses a single

value of 4 s •cm"1 for day and 60 s •cm"1 for night (for

stomatal resistance normalized to leaf surface area.

Recommended Methods for HT Releases and HTO Releases with

Significant Soil Contamination

(1) To a first approximation, after 4 to 24 h, TFWT concen-

trations can be conservatively assumed to be the same as the

average soil moisture HTO concentration in the soil root

zone (see Section 6).

(2) A model that treats the dynamics of tritium uptake is

necessary to describe HTO concentration time history imme-

diately after the release. A simple mass balance model with

appropriately chosen transfer coefficients can be used to
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determine tritium dynamics and deal with HTO uptake from air

and emission to air. A treatment of this kind is preferred

for its flexibility. The KfK and Studvik methods are exam-

ples of this type of approach.

The equation proposed here considers the processes treated

by the KfK and Studsvik models. Instead of solving Equ.

(7.6) for the vegetation HTO content per unit surface area,

we write the equation in terms of the TFWT concentration per

unit mass of water. This allows TFWT concentrations in vege-

tation to be calculated directly and also allows HTO ex-

change (HTO deposition and evaporation) to be treated in a

unified way:

= vp
V= vV -Cpw

w i t h C o [Bq-kg"1]:"HTO
,a
~HTO
,swrz
"HTO

-i

[Bq-kg"1]

j , 0 [kg*m"3] :

ex E111 ' s~x ] :

7 (~ 0 . 9 ) :

/M
ex/Mw

+ T -CSWrZ/M
e LHTO /Mw

- vP-CpW
V CHT

TFWT concentration,

HTO concentration in air,

HTO concentration in soil water of
root zone,

water vapour concentration in
stomatal cavity,

HTO exchange velocity to vegetation
normalized with respect to unit
ground surface area (Appendix C)

ratio of HTO to H20 vapour
pressure,

Te [kg(H2O)-s"1/m2(soil)]: vegetation transpiration
rate,

M [kg«m"2]: mass of vegetation water per unit
area of soil,

conversion rate of HTO to OBT.

The last term in (7.9), which represents TFWT loss due to

conversion to OBT, is negligible in most cases.
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In applying this equation (or any other equation that re-

lates soil water concentrations to vegetation water concen-

trations ), an appropriate average soil water HTO concentra-

tion in the root zone, cT^.z, needs to be determined. The

soil water HTO profile with depth can be estimated by the

methods of Section 6. Ideally, one would wish to weight the

average over this profile by the amount of uptake occurring

at each depth. In practice, the soil root zone is simply

assumed to coincide with a sharply defined depth interval,

eg, 0 to 15 cm, or 5 to 20 cm [Rus 88, Edl 88a], or divided

into two or more layers, supplying given fractions of the

transpiration water [Ras 88]. Given that the primary inter-

est for impact assessment is in determining tritium levels

in crops, either directly consumed or forming part of the

food chain, suitable depth weighted averaging methods could

be developed for leafy vegetables, grains and root vege-

tables.

7.2 Organically Bound Tritium (OBT)

Some fraction of the tritium present in the vegation free

water will be metabolized to the organically bound form

through biosynthesis. On a specific activity basis, after a

long enough chronic exposure to HTO in air, it is usually

found that the organically bound levels are similar to TFWT

levels and generally less than those of air moisture

[Bel 88] . For HT exposure to vegetation foliage alone (soil

and roots isolated) very little OBT was formed [Dun 85].

For field exposures to HT releases of limited duration

[Dje 88, Kir 86, Bro 87, Bro 88, Dia 88, Jal 88, Spe 88],

peak OBT specific activities were typically about 0.3, or

less, of peak TFWT levels. The resulting OBT level decreased

slowly, probably mostly through dilution by new growth, and
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after a period of days to weeks after the exposure was of

higher concentration than TFWT which decreased more rapidly.

No general rules exist for determining the OBT levels re-

sulting from exposures over times shorter than required for

equilibration or for determining the subsequent time history

of OBT. At present, it is suggested that rates of incorpora-

tion of TFWT to OBT derived from the HT environmental re-

lease experiments be used, recognizing that estimates will

be highly uncertain. These errors may be acceptable given

that the ingestion impact of an accidental release is likely

to be far less than dose due to exposure to tritium in air.

Methods Used in Existing Models

The KfK code assumes a rate of 0.5%-h"1 for transformation

of tritium into the OBT and a rate of 0.8%'h"1 for the loss

of OBT.

The other codes do not consider OBT.

Recommended Methods

The OBT specific acitivity in vegetation may be estimated

from the time history of TFWT given by Equ. (7.9) assuming a

linear conversion rate of TFWT to OBT.

with cP__ [Bq«(kg H)" 1]: OBT concentration (specific activi-
ty) in vegetation,

v^ [s"1]: TFWT to OBT conversion rate,
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CHTO tB(3*kg"1]: T F W T concentration,

/? [kg(organic H)/kg(water H)]: ratio of organic hydro-
gen to water hydrogen in vegeta-
tion,

and where the factor 9 relates the total mass of water to

the mass of hydrogen in water.

Again, specific factors J3 can be developed for represen-

tative crops. An effective linear "loss" rate may be added

to (7.10) to take into account the effect of dilution by new

growth.
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8.0 Summary

8.1 Key Processes for HT Releases

As with any gas emitted to the atmosphere, HT will be dis-

persed by atmospheric winds and turbulence. Chemical trans-

formation to HTO in the atmosphere is expected to be negli-

gible .

Where the plume is in contact with surface soil, soil micro-

organisms will oxidi2e HT to HTO which will be incorporated

in soil water. Deposition will occur primarily to the top

few centimeters of soil and most of the deposited tritium

will be later reemitted to the atmosphere through evapora-

tion and transpiration. This pathway is primarily respon-

sible for the formation of HTO in the atmosphere from HT

releases and will therefore largely determine the resulting

dose impact because of the approximately 104 fold greater

radio-toxicity of HTO relative to HT.

The emission of HTO from soil will continue long after the

plume from a short-duration release has passed. The poten-

tial impact of an HT release may therefore be greatest in

the post-plume phase. A small fraction of the deposited tri-

tium will migrate downwards to deep soil water.

Uptake of soil water by the transpiration process will be

the dominant mechanism giving rise to tritium in vegetation

water. For deeper rooted plants, uptake of HTO from the

atmosphere through exchange with foliar moisture will also

be important. Some of the vegetation HTO will be converted

to organically bound tritium which has a longer residence

time than free-water tritium.

Direct uptake of HT by vegetation and precipitation scaven-

ging of HT are expected to be negligible.
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These processes are summarized schematically in Figure 8.1.

and are classified in terms of their importance (high, me-

dium and low, respectively) in controlling the dose impact

of short-duration HT releases over the short distances (a

few kilometers or less) typical of site boundary distances.

Those processes deemed highly important must be included in

models to accurately assess the impact of HT releases. The

inclusion of processes deemed to be of medium importance is

desirable to ensure greater accuracy in dose calculations

and, in particular, to help assess the longer term dose

impact. Processes of low importance may be neglected.

Suggested methods of parameterizing key processes for HT

releases are summarized in the table of Appendix B.

8.2 Key Processes for HTO Releases

HTO releases will also be dispersed by atmospheric winds and

turbulence. Chemical transformations in the atmosphere and

soils are expected to be unimportant.

Atmospheric HTO will exchange with, and thereby contaminate,

soil, vegetation and open surface water. On vegetated surfa-

ces, HTO will exchange more readily with vegetation water

than with soil water leading to preferential contamination

of vegetation, in contrast to HT, where the soil is prefer-

entially contaminated. HTO is also expected to be efficient-

ly scavenged by rainfall leading to contamination of ground

surfaces through wet deposition.

Part of the HTO deposited to soil and vegetation water will

be re-emitted to the atmosphere after the plume has passed,

however the impact of the resulting levels is expected to be

less than the impact of the plume, in contrast to HT re-

leases.
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Processes affecting the fate and impact of HTO releases are

summarized schematically in Figure 8.2. As in the case of

Fig. 8.1 for HT, processes are classified as essential, sig-

nificant and negligible in terms of their importance (high,

medium and low, respectively) in controlling the dose impact

of short-duration HTO releases over the short distances (a

few kilometers or less) typical of site boundary distances.

Again, those processes deemed essential must be included in

models to accurately assess the impact of HTO releases. The

inclusion of processes deemed significant is desirable to

•ensure greater accuracy in dose calculations and, in partic-

ular, to help assess the longer term dose impact

8.3 Differences Between Chronic and Accidental Releases

This report has focussed on modelling needs to describe the

short-term dynamics of tritium in the environment associated

with accidental releases of brief duration. Many of the pro-

cesses discussed are also of importance in assessing the im-

pact of long term chronic releases from routine operation,

however, because the time scales are quite different, sim-

plifying asssumptions may often be made. In particular, spe-

cific activity models become appropriate for treating the

long term distribution of tritium between environmental com-

partments .

However, it should be noted that equilibrium specific ac-

tivity models do not apply when essentially irreversible

chemical reactions, such as the oxidation of HT to HTO, take

place. For example, HT uptake and oxidation in soil will not

saturate at any likely HT level in the environment and a

steady state level of HTO in the soil and in the air above

will only be reached when soil emission fluxes match the HT

deposition flux, unlike HTO uptake by soil moisture, which
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will saturate (reach equilibrium) when the specific activi-

ties of tritium in soil and air moisture are approximately

equal. It follows that the steady state HTO concentrations

arising in soil from HT releases over a long period of time

may be quite different than the levels arising from equiva-

lent HTO releases.

No methods exist for predicting the concentration of HTO in

near-ground level air arising from the oxidation, in the

surface soil, of HT from a chronic release plume.
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9.0 Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this report was to identify the key processes

controlling the behaviour of tritium released to the natural

environment and to review and recommend methods of modelling

these processes, including the definition of values or for-

mulas for model input parameters. The scope of the study was

restricted to the requirements for modelling the short range

impact of HT or HTO releases of short duration for the pur-

poses of safety assessment.

The review also identified areas where knowledge is defi-

cient, leading to the lack of reliable input data or formu-

las and to significant uncertainty in modelling the impact

of releases. The most important of these were as follows:

(1) The lack of proven formulas to predict HT deposi-

tion velocity to soil and the rate of emission of HTO

from soil water to the atmosphere from a knowledge of

environmental conditions.

(2) The lack of methods to predict the vertical profile

of the HTO concentration in air due to the reemission

of deposited tritium from the surface.

(3) The lack of experimental validation of theoretical

expressions for the rate of precipitation scavenging of

HTO from the atmosphere.

Improved information in each of these areas could be gained

by the careful assessment of existing experimental data as

well as by carrying out small scale laboratory experiments

and field measurements at existing tritium handling facili-

ties.
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Modelling needs for treating chronic HT and HTO releases

were briefly considered and compared to those for short-

duration accidental releases. In the case of chronic re-

leases of HT a need exists to develop methods of predicting

the HTO concentration in air near ground level resulting

from the emission of the HTO being continually formed in the

surface soil from the airborne HT.



Appendix A:

Country
Organization
Code Name

Process

Atmosopheric
Dispersion

Dispersion
Parameters

Plume Rise

Inversion Lid

Topographic
Effects

Atmospheric
Conversion

Depletion

Reference
Height

Summary of Code

France

DISTRAIR

Gaussian
puff model

Doury's

MICAR submodel

reflection (?)

no

first order re-
action

Sweden
Studsvik
H3DISP

TRILOCOMO

Gaussian
plume model

Tikvart's,
Briggs' or
Hosker's

Briggs

Characteristics

Canada
Ontario Hydro

OHTDC

Gaussinn
plume iuodel

Briggs'
horizontal,
Hosker's
vertical

no

limited vertical dispersion:

no

no

source depletion is used

? 0.5 m

no

no

in all models

1 m

Italy
ISPRA
SCIROC

Gaussian
puff model

Briggs'
horizontal,
Hosker's
vertical

Briggs

<?z < 0.8«height

no

function of
time

?

FR Germany
KfK

MOTTE
UFOMOD
MUSEMET

1-h trajecto-
ries, Gaussian
plume model

Bultynck's if
z0 < 1 m,
Thomas' if
z0 > 1 m

Briggs

of inversion

choice of a

1 m

CO



Appendix A (continued):
Summary of Code Characteristics

Country
Organization
Code Name

Process

Dry HT
Deposition
to Soil

Dry HT Depo-
sition to
Vegetation

Dry HTO
Deposition
to Soil

Dry HTO Depo-
sition to
Vegetation

HTO Emission
from Soil

HTO Emission
from Vege-
tation

France
CE.A.

DISTRAIR

Sweden Canada
Studsvik Ontario Hydro
H3DISP OHTDC

TRILOCOMO

modelled with a fixed deposition velocity

neglected in all models

no deposition
velocity

no

reemission
rate

no

transfer coeffi-
cient, correlated
to meteorological

data

exchange
velocity

no

reemission exchange
rate velocity,

transpiration
rate

transfer coeffi-
cient, correlated
to.meteorological

data

included
in HTO
emission
from soil

Italy' —
ISPRA
SCIROC

deposition
velocity

no

reemission
raté

no

FR Germany
KfK

MOTTE
UFOMOD

MUSEMET

deposition
velocity

deposition
velocity

basic
rate value and
evaporation

rate

transpiration
rate

00

in



Appendix A (continued):
Summary of Code Characteristics

Country
Organization
Code Name

Process

Wet Deposi-
tion of HTO

Wet Deposi-
tion of HT

Other Washout
Processes

HTO Profiles
in Soil

HTO Liquid
Displacement

Tritium Con-
centration
in Vegetation

OBT Formation

France
C.E.A.
DISTRAIR

all models

all models

all models

no

Sweden Canada Italy
Studsvik Ontario Hydro ISPRA
H3DISP OHTDC SCIROC

TRILOCOMO

use the washout coefficient

neglect wet HT deposition

neglect other washout processes

no N soil layers flat soil model,
considered uses a fixed

scaling length

not considered in any model

no

no

yes no no

no no no

FR Germany
KfK

MOTTE
UFOMOD

MUSEMET

two soil,
layers

considered

yes

yes

CO

en



Appendix B: HT Releases - Key Processes and Recommended
Input Parameters or Formulae

Process

Atmospheric
Dispersion

Limits to
Vertical
Dispersion

Plume Rise
and
Wake Effects

Terrain
Effects

Atmospheric
Conversion

Key Parameters

Plume travel time
or distance.

Atmospheric stability,
Wind speed,

Wind direction,
Release height.

Soil surface
(HT reflection).

Height of inversion
lid depends on
atmospheric
stability.

Thermal and kinetic
energy of

exhaust gas,
Building dimensions.

Surface roughness
from orography and
vegetation cover.

Values or Formulae

Best results with:
site-validated
model and

site-specific
parameters.

Incorporation of
virtual source.

an < 0.8'L.
Z 1

Standard methods
depending on

release conditions.

Site-adapted
dispersion

parameters.

Concentration Q ^(t) = Qun,- [l-exp(-k=
of hydroxyl
radicals

(Photolysis).
« QUm*k -t

HT a

Remarks

Decoupled vertical and
horizontal dispersion
under stable conditions.

Note: Puff dispersion, when
release duration < fluctuation

cycle of wind direction.

0.8-L. = level of equal
vertically inte-

grated concentrations
of Gaussian and

well-mixed plume.

Neglecting plume rise yields
conservative results.

HT buoyancy can usually be
neglected.

No model for explosions.

May greatly affect
short-range plume

dilution.

•t)] Negligible in
local impact
evaluations.

CO



Appendix B (continued): HT Releases - Key Processes and Recommended
Input Parameters or Formulae

Process Key Parameters Values or Formulae Remarks

HT Plume
Depletion

HT deposition velocity,
Plume travel time or

distance.

See Equ's.:
(2.10) or (2.11).

Source or surface depletion
modelling.

Small on local scale.

Dry HT
Deposition
to Soil
(vHT)

Moisture content,
Free pore volume,

Soil texture,
Temperature,
pH value,

Organic content,
Land use,

Soil management.

Upper value: 1.5*10"3 m*s"
Typical value: 5-10"4 m-s'
Lower value: 10"6 m-s"1

(frozen soil).

Range in French expt.:
1-10"4 to 15-10-4 m-s"1 .
Range of mean values

in Canadian expt.:
l'lO"4 to 8-10"4 m-s'1 .

Parameterization still
open.

Alternative :
V
HT

o n site
for different land
uses and seasons.

Laboratory tests of soil
cores are very reliable.

œ
00

Dry HT
Deposition
to Vegetation

Unknown
Probably

< 10-6 m.s-i
Conversion mechanisms to
TFWT or OBT not known.
Neglect for modelling.

Dry HTO
Deposition
to Soil

(vHTO>

Partial HTO vapour Theoretical maximum:
pressure gradient, 3.6'10"2 m-s"1,

Wind speed, Range in Canadian expt.:
HTO diffusion 4-10"4 to 4-10"3 m-s"1.
into soil, Time dependency

Temperature. (steady supply):

HTO(t) = 2-R-VDv-(ff-t)-

Note: vu = f(reference
H T 0 height).

Alternative: Simple
approach, only when
far from equilibrium.

Exchange velocity concept
to be preferred.



Appendix B (continued): HT Releases - Key Processes and Recommended
Input Parameters or Formulae

Process

Dry HTO
Deposition
to
Vegetation

HTO
Emission
from Soil

( ̂ UW| '
tlXKJ

HTO
Dispersion
(Ground Level)

Key Parameters

Partial HTO vapour
gradient,

Wind speed,
Temperature,

Leaf area index,
Stomatal resistance =
f(plant species,
leaf age, light,
relative humidity,
plant water stress,
CO2 in air)

Partial HTO
vapour gradient,
Wind speed,
HTO diffusion

in soil
(resupply from
HTO profile),
Temperature.

0

Reemission rate,
Atmospheric stability,

Wind speed,
Wind direction,

Distance from initial
source.

Values or Formulae

Upper value:
5«10"2 m'S"1 .

Typical daytime
value:

2.5-10"2 m-s"1 .

Lower value:
lO"3 m-s"1.

Upper value:> 10%«h"1

(immediately
after plume).

Range in French expt.:
2 to 5.6%-h"1

(24-h mean).
Range in Canadian expt.:

1 to 8%-h-i (< 48 h),
.25 to 1.5%-h"1 (> 48 h).

Site-specific
parameters.

Remarks

Equilibrium conditions
achieved within

few hours.

Exchange velocity
concept is preferable -

can be referred to
leaf surface area or
ground surface area.

HTO loss more rapid
from foliage

than from soil.

Exchange velocity
concept is preferable.

Day, night and rain
vertical profiles

measured in
Canadian experiment.

CO



Appendix B (continued): HT Releases - Key Processes and Recommended
Input Parameters or Formulae

Process

HTO
Washout

HT
Washout

HTO
Snowout

HTO Soil
Profile from
HT Deposition

HTO Soil
Profile from
HTO Deposition

Key Parameters Values or Formulae

Vertical plume Range of washout
dispersion, coefficient:
Rainfall rate, Ao = 1.5 to 3.5-10"

5 s"1

Drop size (for elevated releases),
distribution, 10"4 s"1 (light rain),
Temperature. 10"3 s"1 (heavy rain),

(for ground level releases

Assumed correspon-
ding to HTO washout.

See washout,
Surface to

mass ratio.

Moisture profile,
Texture profile,
Microbiological

profile,
Exposure duration.

HTO diffusivity
in soil,

Exposure duration.

Estimated value:
Ao = 5-10-9 s-i .

Remarks

Few measurements only -
no validated models.

Non-equilibrium washout
near source.

Reversible process.
).

Negligible because of low
solubility of HT in water.

Theoretical value: Higher efficiency assumed but
Aos = 4.2'lû"4 s"1. not verified experimentally.

Principally irreversible process

Exponential decrease
with depth for homo-

geneous soils.
Typical scaling
depth: 3 cm.

Main initial deposit in
first few cm.

Peak value at some depth
for superficially

dry soils.

Main initial deposit in
first few mm.

Higher reemission potential
than from HT deposition.



Appendix B (continued): HT Releases - Key Processes and Recommended
Input Parameters or Formulae

Process

HTO Liquid
Displacement

HTO Uptake
to TFWT
from Air

HTO Uptake
to TFWT
from Soil

OBT
Formation

Key Parameters

Liquid dispersion,
Hydraulic

conductivity/
Retardation factor.

Rainfall rate.

Stomatal resistance,
Leaf temperature,

Leaf water content,
Air humidity,
Leaf area index.

Transpiration rate,
Leaf area index.

TFWT level,
OBT transformation rate,

OBT loss rate.

Values or Formulae

Range of transport
velocities :

0.1 to 2 citi'd"1 .
Typical value:

1 m•a"1 .

Uptake rates:
0.02 to 2.2 h"1.

Transpiration flux:

Ca - C 1

*H2° Ra + Rb + Rc

Equ. (7.10)

Remarks

Downward HTO displacement
reduces reemission.

First order process

HTO fluxes in the air-vegeta-
tion-soil system are pre-
ferably treated in one flux
equation (7.9) on the basis
of TFWT concentrations
per unit mass of water.

OBT formation based
on TFWT levels.
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Appendix C

Methods of- Estimating Resistance to Atmospheric Transport

for Deriving Deposition Velocities and Exchange Coefficients

As noted in Section's 3 and 4 the dry deposition velocity,

v [m-s"1], or, in the case of a reversible process, the

exchange velocity, v , are often expressed as the recipro-

cal of the sum of resistances, each resistance describing a

component of the deposition process.

For gas deposition the following resistances are considered:

Ra [s«m " ! ] : the resistance to turbulent transport from

the reference height, at which air concentra-

tions are given, to very near the surface,

R, [s'iiT1]: the resistance to diffusive transport through

the quasi-laminar sub-layer adjacent to the

surface and

R [s-m"1]: the resistance to uptake at the surface.

Thus v-i or vexi = R = Ra + Rb + Rc (C.I)

Estimating R_
a.

R is independent of the species of the gas being deposited

and is a function of reference height, windspeed, surface

roughness and atmospheric stability [Hie 87] :

Ra [s-m-i] = (1/ku*) [ln(zr/z0) - (j)(zr/L)] (C.2)

where ZQ [m]: surface roughness length,

L [m]: Monin-Obukhov length,
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(j)(zr/L): stability function,
u* [ni'S"1]: friction velocity,

k: von Karman constant ( £ 0.4),

z = 1 m, concentration reference height.

The friction velocity, u*, is a function of wind speed,

roughness length and stability:

u* = 0.35-u(zu)-[ln(zu/z0)-<|)(zu/L)]"
:L (C.3)

where U( 2
U) [m*s"i]: wind speed at wind reference

height, z , (usually 10 ra).

The following formulations can be used for the stability

function, (J) [She 79] :

<J) = - 5-z/L (C.4a)

for neutral and stable conditions (0 < z/L < 1), and

<j> = exp{0.598 + 0.390-ln(-z/L) - 0.090-ln2(-z/L)} (C.4b)

for unstable conditions (0 > z/L > -1).

The Monin-Obukhov length scale, L, is a measure of the ther-

mal stability of the atmosphere with large values of |L|

corresponding to neutral stabilities and small negative and

small positive values corresponding to unstable and stable

atmospheres, respectively. Sheih et al. suggest the fol-

lowing L values for the various Pasquill-Gifford-Turner

stability classes [She 79]:

Stability Class A B C D E F

L (m) -8 -14 -40 large 40 15
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In practice, the stability correction is small enough to be

neglected in Equ. (C.2) for a reference height of z = 1 m,

but is significant in Egu. (C.3) for a zu value of 10 m.

Because the term ln(z /zn ) in the expression for R depends
r a

on the reference height at which air concentrations are

measured, the aerodynamic resistance becomes important if

the reference height is much larger than the roughness

length Zo [m] and if other resistances are not governing the

exchange process.

The surface roughness length, zo, varies with land use and

season. Typical midsummer values for non-urban terrain are

0.05 to 1 m. Wesely et al. give a table of z0 values for

various land use types and seasons [Wes 89a].

(2) Estimating R.

Wesley and Hicks suggest the following expression for the

quasi-laminar boundary layer resistance which holds for a

variety of vegetation canopies and surfaces [Wes 77, Hie

87] :

Rb = (2/ku*)-(Sc/Pr)
2/3 (C.5)

where Sc is the Schmidt number and Pr is the Prandtl number

for air (Pr £ 0.72). Estimating Sc(HT) as 0.31 (it is 0.22

for H2) and Sc(HTO) as 0.72 (it is 0.68 for H2O) gives the

following expressions for R, for HT and HTO:

Rfa(HT) = 2.85/u* (C.5a)

Rb(HTO) = 5.0/u* (C.5b)
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(3) Estimating Ra—c

The resistance to uptake at the surface often depends on a

number of environmental factors and is difficult to predict.

For practical purposes we are primarily concerned with the

surface resistance to deposition of HTO to vegetation and HT

to soil.

Vegetation Canopies

The exchange velocity for HTO with vegetation is expected to

be similar to that for H2O. Water vapour exchange with vege-

tation is limited by transfer through the stomata. Stomatal

resistance depends on photosynthetic radiation intensity,

plant water stress (ambient relative humidity and leaf tem-

perature), vegetation type and season [Wes 89b]. Stomatal

resistance also depends inversely on molecular diffusivity.

Stomatal resistance is often expressed as a resistance to

uptake normalized to unit area of leaf surface. We denote
0

this R . It is related approximately to R , the resistance

to uptake normalized to unit area of ground surface by the

leaf area index, LAI, ie, R^ = LAI-R_ [Bal 87].

Minimum values of R for water vapour exchange range between

0.2 to 2 s'cm"1 for various types of vegetation, with typi-

cal minimum values of about 0.4 s-cm"1 for field crops

[Wes 77] . Wesely [Wes 89b] provides a table giving minimum

bulk canopy stomatal resistances for water vapour for eleven

land use types and fife seasonal categories, and also gives

a formula based on the air temperature and solar irradiation

to correct the bulk canopy resistance for the effect of time

of day and weather.
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Soil Surfaces

For uptake of HT with soil, the following theoretical ex-

pression is available for surface-limited uptake by a soil

with unvarying properties over the depth of HT penetration

in the soil (typically a few centimeters) [Ogr 82]:

VHT = V 1 = (tf*Vko)1/2 (C6)

with ti: free pore volume fraction in the soil,

D [m2 s"1]: effective HT diffusion coefficient in
soil,

k0 [s"1]: effective rate of oxidation of HT in
soil.

As discussed in the text for soil HT deposition, surface up-

take should be limiting. The relation above should apply

provided that the soil is bare or sufficiently sparsely

vegetated that the resistance to transport through the

vegetation canopy to the soil is not significant.
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